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Theyâ€™d found him with an Indian arrow in his back. What was a woman supposed to do with one
dead husband, one untended farm, and zero options? Strength, sass, and a never-give-up attitude
had served Sophie well, but after the death of her strict, but loving, Clive, sheâ€™d need a lot more
than those qualities to survive.There might be one way though, one last desperate option... and they
called it the Widow Wagon. Widows and their children could purchase safe passage in a covered
wagon to the Oregon Territory â€” where they would all meet up with the strong, determined men
looking for mail order brides. The Widow Wagon might be one manâ€™s last, best hope.For Daniel
Weston, losing his beloved wife had broken more than his heart, it had broken his confidence that
he could conquer the west. From the first moment he set eyes on Sophie he knew he wanted her, to
make her his in every way. Her dramatic curves, bewitching eyes and fiery temper drew him, called
to him, fired his possessive lust. But would that attraction be enough? He could already tell there
was going to be a reckoning â€” and that reckoning would be the heated meeting of his
work-roughened palm with her soft, bare bottom.Yes, she was beautiful, intelligent, and with a little
more attitude than would be good for the health of her backside, but Daniel thought he had what it
took to break the spirited filly. Whatâ€™s more, could Daniel dare hope for a second chance? How
she reacted that first time he bent her over his lap â€” or strung her up in his barn â€” might be the
key to whether or not this marriage of convenience in the American west might bloom into
something so much more. Would this young, headstrong, mail-order bride allow herself to be
molded, tempered, and disciplined into the woman â€” and wife â€” this demanding, dominant frontier
man desired?Publisher's Warning: Intended for mature readers. 18 and over only! This is a
sensuous romance. Themes include: explicit sexual situations, spanking, and anal play. If such
content might offend you, please do not purchase this book.This book can be read as a standalone.
Enjoyment of the novel will be enhanced by reading the previous entries in the series, but itâ€™s not
necessary.Word count: 37,078 words
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This takes place just after the Civil War when a group of women who lost their husbands take a
covered wagon West to start over as mail order brides. After a grueling journey one woman departs
the wagon in Kansas to meet and marry. This then follows the relationship between them. The
storyline was well developed and the characters and dialogue were very believable as they went
into the feelings and emotions. There were elements of light BDSM, spanking, romance. I'm looking
forward to the next book.

I received a copy of this book to read and review for Wicked ReadsI have enjoyed Megan Michaels
Service & Submission series greatly, so when I saw she had another series to offer I scooped up
the chance to read it! Even though historical romance is not usually in my wheelhouse.I enjoyed the
story of the recently widowed Sophie getting aboard the 1800's widow's wagon in pursuit of a new
life after her quite dominant husband is killed by Indians. Sophie travels to Kansas to meet her new
mail order husband, Daniel, via the widow wagon to start their new life. Daniel seems to love
discipline as much as Sophie's deceased husband, much to her dismay and maybe, also to her
delight! The erotic story that follows was classic Michaels with lots of butt tanning punishments and
me wiggling in my seat. While I didn't feel the western aspect of the novel added anything to the
story it didn't detract either. I was pleasantly entertained throughout.(less)

I absolutely loved this book and couldn't put it down. A very sweet story that pulled at my

heartstrings. Both given a second chance of love, after tragedy had me in tears many times. Can't
wait for the next book

Did not know that some husband treated their wives with a spanking in what they considered talk
back or miss behaving. Enjoyable book to read . as it have been said if you can not like to read
about the spanking, anal or oral sex it is not a book for you. The characters did not mind how thy
were treated because love was there.

Great Plot well written lots of action romance suspense It has everything you could want in a story
with a added bit of spice You will love it if you like your story's with strong males and loving strong
sweet females then the Hero and heroine is this book is for you But don't take my word for it go read
it yourself Then come back and tell us what you think I promise you will love it

I really liked the premise for the plot of this book. Daniel and Sophie are both looking for the same
thing, a spouse. When they meet each other the sparks start to fly because there is definitely
chemistry between them. They are lucky, they meet as strangers get married and begin a journey to
romance. Nicely done.

I don't read a whole lot of westerns but I have to say, I loved this one. It's a perfect spanking
romance actually. The story is well written and the love between the lead characters nicely
developed, I liked both the hero and the heroine, and there are, of course, lots of hot spankings and
sex! Enjoyed it thoroughly!

A great historical story. A fiesty widow finds love with a sexy dominant farmer. Loved every minute
of this story; hot spanking, hotter sex and heartfelt characters makes this romance a success.
Awesome read! Morganna Williams
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